reliability achievable with some redundant configurations. Further applications of the 0-transformation can be found in [3] . The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the 0-transfor-
INTRODUCTION
some particular sense) are for a specified set of marginals.
With knowledge of these extreme multivariate Cdf's the desigIn many engineering applications, the designer must have ner can bound variables of interest. some multivariate probability distribution specified before he can solve the problem at hand, but he has access only to the 2.2 Preliminary Assumptions N-marginal distributions rather than to the complete N-variate distribution. The reason for this is that practically all avail-
1. An experiment has been repeated a large number of able informiation is univariate, e.g. tables from statistical year-times. At the end of each repetition we measure the values of books, and vendor information on the true parameter values of n parameters; their components. In such cases it therefore becomes important for the designer to deterinine the most favorable and the x (x1, n)-least favorable N-variate distribution concomitant with Nspecified marginals. Given the extreme Cdf's, he can then find 2. xj, j -1, . . ., n, always take one of nj discrete, fixed the maximuim and minimum value for the variable of interest. values. The assumption is satisfied in practice due to the inTo solve his problem, the designer must be familiar with the herent quantization and limited range of results obtained with 0-transformation whereby all N-variate distributions that are measuring equipment. Consequently, the experiment (as concomitant with a set of N-specified marginals can be judged from the parameter values) can have no more than determined. The 0-transformation was developed by the author [1] ; it presupposes only that all N-rnarginal Cdfts are np = n -nn (1) discrete and that all probabilities are rational numbers. Once familiar with the 0-transformation, the designer can search for different outcomes, each of which is a lattice point in the na most (or least) favorable N-variate Cdf using hill-climbing dimensional measurement space. With each lattice point is techniques. The 0-transformation is a tool of wide applicabil-associated the relative frequency of the corresponding result of ity; e.g. in classification problems it can be used to pinpoint the experiment.
the N-variate Cdfss that result in the largest (or smallest) classi-3. The multivariate pmf for x, f--f(x), can be estimated fication error, given the marginals [2J 1. In this paper the 0-from these relative frequencies, an assumption which is widely transformation is used to compute the highest and lowest used in engineering.
4. Each of the n discrete probabilities that constitute / is a The theorem does not tell the hill-climbing designer how to multiple of some small quantity of probability mass, q (this is find the multivariate pmf that has some particular property in true for all sets of n rational numbers). The assumption is largest measure; the theorem only states that the interesting justified by the finite accuracy of the measuring and computing multivariate pmf can be generated from fp by a finite number devices.
of applications of the 0-transformation, each of which changes f has n marginal pmf's. They are called f/ = fj(xj), j = 1. one admissible pmf to another admissible pmf.
n; /j consists of n] discrete probabilities having a sum of unity.
The product of the n marginals is fp; fp is a multivariate pmf, and like f it has the n marginals/f, j = 1. n. fp is the 2.5 Continuous Distributions multivariate pmf that results when xl, . , xn are s-independent variables.
If f is continuous, rather than discrete as hitherto assumed, the situation changes somewhat. As before, we have the n 2.3 7he 0-Transformation marginals and their product fp, all of which are continuous. The 0-transformation now takes the following form. We select Lattice points are designated by Pi. Consider two lattice four points, P1, P2, P3 and P4, as described in the beginning of points: P1 = (a,, an), and P2 = (al + b1, ., an + b0); section 2.3. At each point, and in the same manner, we locate the two values of x are observed with probabilities 01 and 02. identical orthotopes (n-dimensional boxes with sides vertical 0 < 0 < min {d l, 02} The 0-transformation consists of to the axis) 01,°2 03, 04. We redefine 0 as some conmoving 0 units of probability mass from P1 to P3, while simul-tinuous function defined over the orthotope. If we now taneously moving 0 units of probability mass from P2 to p4, substitute fk with (fk -0) inside 01 and°2, and with (fk + 0)
The locations of P3 and P4 are determined as follows. The n inside 03 and 04, it iS seen that the marginals are retained. If coordinates for P3 are obtained by using some of the P (-k -0) inside 0 2 and°2,and (/k + 0) inside 03 and 04, all coordinate-values and some of the P2 coordinate-values; x1 is a are non-negative functions, the 0-transformation is admissible.
or (a, + bj). The above-mentioned coordinate-values not used The main difference between the discrete and the continuous for P3 are used for P4. For illustration, consider the case n = case is that in the continuous case there is no assurance that a 3;P3 could be (al, a 3 + b3), then P4 would be (a, + b1, finite number of 0-transformations can change fp to f as stated a2 + b2, a3). The 0-trans/ormation leaves the n marginals in the Theorem. unchanged because t probability o/a lattice-point having x; = a1,/ja.),horhavingx; = a + b1, f(a + b1),ij= 1,...,n, is unchanged.
3. EXAMPLE 1: TWO DIODE CIRCUITS The reader can verify that the above statement is true for WITH ACTIVE REDUNDANCY n = 2.
A diode is located in a hostile environment for some specified length of time. We want to improve the reliability 2.4 A Theorem through using redundancy. We know from experiments that the diode states and probabilities are as follows.
We are concerned with joint pmfs that consist of np discrete probabilities; such joint pmfs will be called 'admissible'. formation. When np and q are specified, the number of possible, admissible joint pmfs obviously is bounded. The theorem can now be stated; for a proof see [1 ] .
The 2 failure modes are catastrophic; the 3 states are mutually Theorem. Let / be a discrete admissible joint pmf with the exclusive and exhaustive. marginals (f1 ... /n). There exists at least one finite-length Parallel Redundancy. Consider using 2 diodes, D1 & D2, in admissible sequence of joint pmfs that begins with/ap and parallel. If one diode opens, the other diode makes the parallel ends with /.
combination still work correctly (see Table 1 ). On the other
The importance of the theorem is that it insures against the hand, if either diode shorts, the parallel combination shorts following unpleasant possibility. "In order to reach an (see Table 1 ). Do we gain anything by using parallel optimum admissible joint pmf by hill-climbing from /p, it is redundancy? Table 1 shows the 9 possible states for the diode necessary to pass through nonadmissible joint pmfts."' The pair, the probabilities of those states, and totals for the pairtheorem says that this can never happen.
states. If the states of the diodes are s-independent, the 9 joint pmf's are the 9 numbers in the 'usual' column; the ,we can go through a similar set of arguments.
tions correctly should be zero, i.e. that the very situation that Table 2 illustrates the situation. The reliability of the series justifies using parallel redundancy is impossible. connection can be anywhere between 90% and 60% depending When, therefore, 0-transformations are used to determine on the statistical relationship between the states of the two ' .
worst-case system-reliabilities the designer should abstain from diodes. The number in the 'best' column in Table 1 correspond transformations which result in joint events having unrealistic to those in the 'worst' column in Table 2 .60
.50
As before, we assume that each diode, DP, D2, D3, has the c 0 c
.07 .10
.00 properties in Table A If we remove 0.028 units of probability mass from (c, c, c) Let indicate the 27 discrete probabilities corresponding to the states of D1, D2, and D3 being s-independent. By applying the 10 0-transportations listed above to fp we arrive at the trivariate pmf which minimizes the reliability of the 3-diode configuration in Table 3 . (c, c, c) , (c, s, s) ; (c, c, s) , (c, s, c) (0.045, 0.003; 0.018, 0.126) => (0.042, 0.000; 0.021, 0.129) 
